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1

Introduction and purpose of this Methodology
Document

As part of the European Union's general budget, the European Agricultural Guarantee Fund (EAGF)
and the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) are used to finance the
different agricultural support measures for the Member States (MS).
The management of the agricultural funds is attributed to accredited Paying Agencies (hereafter the
“Paying Agency” or “PA”). In order to protect the financial interests of the EU, it is essential that the
management and expenditure referred to above are properly controlled.
Therefore, the national authorities of each MS are responsible to define and execute the necessary
controls related to the claims, and as such ensure correct payments. Among others, it falls under the
responsibility of the Paying Agency that the eligibility of aid applications/payment claims is checked
prior to any payment and that all checks required by the sectorial regulations are carried out.
Nowadays most of the processes and procedures of the PAs are supported by IT systems
and applications. Systems and applications allow to process data and transactions consistently
and enhances the ability to monitor the performance of control activities and to achieve effective
segregation of duties by implementing access controls in applications, databases, and operating
systems. Therefore, sound IT control environment (General IT and Application controls) is
instrumental for the effectiveness of the Internal Control System of the PAs1.
Taking into account the increasing significance of IT for the internal control system, DG AGRI
initiated 4 pilot audits in 4 countries in 2016 in order to develop an audit program that should
provide assurance on specific aspects of the internal control system in relation to agricultural EAGF
expenditure under shared management. In particular, the audits should provide assurance on:
 The correct functioning of the automated administrative controls and crosschecks implemented
in the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS);
 The integrity (completeness and correctness) of the data transferred to DG AGRI; and
 The information systems security aspects of core IT systems and applications including interfaces,
that support EAGF data processing.
Following the experience gained with the four audits as well as the discussions with DG AGRI, this
document gathers several “best practices” covering the three domains of the “IACS cross-checks and
data integrity” controls, which are highly relevant for the Certification Body (CB). These best
practices can be considered in two ways:
 As input (starting point) for the review/testing on the implementation/functioning of the internal
control system in IACS (to be part of the audit approach);
 For the substantive testing under IACS where these tests can substitute the majority of the reverifications of the administrative (cross-) checks performed on the aid applications under IACS,
which the CB should perform.
For the sake of clarity and from a CB's perspective, “best practices” should be understood at
3 different levels:

1 The PAs need to set up an Internal Control System (ICS) that is in compliance with the accreditation criteria (Article 1 and

Annex 1 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 907/2014) and the PAs need to ensure the completeness, accuracy and
veracity of the annual accounts (Article 29 of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 908/2014).
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 Control level: the 4 audits enabled to identify key controls (in the 3 domains) expected to be
implemented by Member States;
 Approach for testing the key controls: the 4 audits also enabled to gather alternative approaches
for testing the key controls;
 Economic, efficient and effective manner to conduct the audits: in a more and more IT-dependent
claim process, review of key automated controls is of paramount importance for the
assessment of internal control system, which is a corner stone of the CB audit approach. At midterm, the aim of this Methodology Document is intended to provide to the CBs s some guidance in
order to conduct more targeted assessments of the internal control system. Like this, the CB could
perform the testing of the ICS and conclude on the level of reliance on the ICS. For example, if
expected key automated controls work well, high reliance can be placed on functioning of the
ICS, which in turn will mean low assurance from the substantive testing. Moreover, this testing of
the ICS could replace most of the re-verifications of the administrative controls for IACS to be
performed by the CB as part of the substantive testing. In this case, the substantive testing for
audit objective 2 (audit of legality and regularity) for IACS to be performed by the CB will include
the on-the-spot check (OTSC) re-verification, as well as administrative checks and payment
calculation which are not covered in the scope of the IACS cross-checks and data integrity testing.
These “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” Methodology Document has been written on the basis
of lessons learnt from the 4 pilot audits, with the purpose of providing additional guidance to CB
auditors when assessing the internal control system of the PAs. It sets out principles underlying the
audit approach to review specific aspects of key automated controls (part of the ICS) and the
procedures to be followed.
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2

Scope of this Methodology Document: “IACS cross-checks & data integrity” in
the claim process

2.1

Overview of the EAGF claim process and of the Integrated Administration and Control
System (IACS)

In the context of the European Agricultural Guarantee Fund (EAGF) expenditures, Member State should set up and operate an integrated administration and
control system (the “integrated system" or IACS) which encompasses controls at the entity, process and transaction levels.
The typical process of the area-based claims for the EAGF is outlined here below with reference to the specific “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” controls to
be implemented by the PA at different stages of the claim process (claim entry, authorisation, payment, accounting and reporting). These specific “IACS crosschecks and data integrity” controls are structured around 3 domains:

Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS)

IACS cross-checks and data integrity controls

(Art. 43 & 44 of Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013)

I.

II.

III.

IT systems, applications, and interfaces: in
particular, IT general controls to ensure
correct
and
secure
functioning
of
operational systems, applications and
interfaces supporting the end-to-end claim
processing (from claim entry to reporting);
[Automated] Administrative checks on the aid
application to verify the eligibility conditions for the
aid: in particular, automated cross-checks and
automated detection (application controls)
using computerised means;
Accounting and control information of the Member
States: in particular, an appropriate management
framework to support EAGF data integrity
and to ensure reports are provided to DG AGRI in a
timely and accurate manner.

Area-based claims process and supporting systems

Aid
application
preparation

Submission
of Aid
applications
by the
farmers
(Electronic /
Paper)

Aid
applications
receipt and
time
stamping

Managemen,
calculation &
control of
aid claims

Selection of
sample for
on-the-spot
control
(OTSC) and
OSTC followup

Payment
preparation
and
calculation

Payment
approval and
execution

Accounting

Reporting

II. Aut omated cross-checks and automated det ection (Application cont rols)

Internal Control System
(Article 1 and Annex 1 of Com mission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 907/2014)

III. Ma nagement framework to
su pport EAGF data integrity and
a ccurate reporting

I. Cont rols t o ensure correct and secure funct ioning of operat ional systems, applications and interfaces (ITGCs)

IT System n

IT System 1

IT System 2

IT System 3

Contr ol Data
Contr ol Statistics

( ac c ounting

sy st em )

X-tab l e data

The expected controls (as required by EU regulations and/or best security practices) related to these 3 domains are detailed in the next sections.
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2.2

IT systems, applications and interfaces
I. IT General controls (ITGCs) to ensure correct and secure functioning of operational
systems, applications and interfaces

The details of the accreditation criteria of the PA are set out in Article 7 of Regulation (EU)
No 1306/2013 and in the Annex I of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 907/2014 of 11 2014
supplementing Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council.
More specifically, point 3 (B) in Annex I of that Regulation sets out the requirements for the PA
information systems security which should be based (in case of the 4 audits) on International
Standards Organisation 27002: Code of practice for Information Security controls (ISO).
In the context of the audit, assurance should be obtained that the information security controls in the
selected information security standard are complied with, chapter by chapter. In the context of
“IACS cross-checks and data integrity” controls, several ISO chapters and specific elements are of
paramount importance and have to be properly addressed by the CB (see details in -chapter 4.1.3 of
this document). It should be noted, that reliable ITGCs (i.e. effective ITGSs) are the prerequisite to
rely on the application controls.

7
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2.3

[Automated] Administrative checks within IACS
II. Automated cross-checks and automated detection (Application controls)

Expected [automated] Administrative checks within IACS are defined in 3 specific articles of EU
regulations:
 Article 74 of the Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council;
 Article 28 of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 809/2014;
 Article 29 of Implementing Regulation (EU) No 809/2014.
Overall, these legal requirements define several automated controls (to be implemented by the
Paying Agencies) aiming to address several risk areas in the claim processes (i.e. What Can Go
Wrong” (WCGWs) in the processes):
 Risk that some claims are not cross-checked before payment;
 Risk of uncontrolled changes/modifications in the claim (cross-checks are not reperformed after
modifications of the claims);
 Risk of non-compliance with the eligibility criteria of the aid scheme/measure (ex. BPS, …);
 Risk that the relevant time limit for the claim application not being met;
 Inaccuracy of claim date (electronic/physical deposit);
 Inappropriate claim Saturday/Sunday lodging;
 Risk of mismatching of information at the agricultural parcel level in the single application claim;
 Risk of multiple granting of the same aid or support in respect of the same calendar or claim year;
 Risk that area determined resulting from OTSC (on-the-spot checks) are not correctly reported in
the system;
 Risk of non-compliance with long-term commitments (if applicable);
 …
These controls, using computerised means for the automated detection, should cover all possible
elements of verifications (i.e. all possible What Can Go Wrong” (WCGWs) in all processes) within
one claim, between different claims and within payments.
Articles 74, 28 & 29 provide a high-level description of the controls (general requirements and
objectives of the expected controls), which are summarised in the table here after. During the
preparation phase of the audit (See section 4.1 of this Methodology Document), the auditor has to
refine the risks (WCGWs) and the related high-level controls by identifying specific and relevant
(Key) Application controls embedded in the systems and applications of the Paying Agency.
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Regulatory
reference

Regulatory requirement

Expected automated
checks
(High-level description)

Article 74 of the
Regulation (EU)
No 1306/2013 of the
European Parliament
and of the Council

Member States, through the paying agencies or the
bodies delegated by them, shall carry out
administrative checks on the aid application to verify
the eligibility conditions for the aid.

Checks to verify the eligibility
conditions for the aid

Article 28 of the
Commission
Implementing
Regulation (EU)
No 809/2014

"The administrative checks referred to in Article 74 of
Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013, including crosschecks, shall permit the detection of non-compliances,
in particular the automated detection using
computerised means. The checks shall cover all
elements that are possible and appropriate to control
by means of administrative checks. They shall ensure
that:
(a) The eligibility criteria, commitments and other
obligations for the aid scheme or support measure are
fulfilled;
(b) There is no double financing through other Union
schemes;
(c) The aid application or payment claim is complete
and submitted within the relevant time-limit and,
where applicable, that supporting documents have
been submitted and that they prove eligibility;
(d) There is compliance with long-term commitments,
where appropriate.

Cross-checks and automated
detection using computerised
means, which cover all possible
elements, to ensure that:

Article 29 of
Implementing
Regulation (EU)
No 809/2014

Specific automated (eligibility)
checks are defined in Article 28
and 29 of Implementing
Regulations (See below).







The eligibility criteria of the
aid are fulfilled;
There is no double
financing;
Aid claim is processed within
the relevant time-limit, with
appropriate supporting
documents;
There is compliance with
long-term commitments (if
applicable).

"1. Where appropriate, the administrative checks shall
include cross-checks:
(a) On declared payment entitlements and on declared
agricultural parcels, respectively, in order to avoid
multiple granting of the same aid or support in respect
of the same calendar or claim year and to prevent any
undue accumulation of aid granted under arearelated aid schemes listed in Annex I to Regulation
(EU) No 1307/2013[…];
(b) On the payment entitlements to verify their
existence and the eligibility for aid;
(c) Between the agricultural parcels as declared in the
single application and/or payment claim and the
information as contained in the identification system
for agricultural parcels per reference parcel in
accordance with Article 5(2) of Delegated Regulation
(EU) No 640/2014 to verify the eligibility for direct
payment scheme and/or rural development measure
of the areas as such;
(d) Between the payment entitlements and the area
determined in order to verify that the entitlements are
accompanied by at least an equal number of eligible
hectares as defined in Article 32(2) to (6) of Regulation
(EU) No 1307/2013.
For the purposes of point (c) of the first subparagraph,
where the integrated system provides for geo-spatial
aid application forms, the cross-checks shall be
carried out as spatial intersection of the digitised area
declared with the identification system of agricultural
parcels. In addition, cross-checks shall be carried out
to prevent double claiming of the same area.
[…]
3. Where a reference parcel is subject to an aid
application and/or payment claim by two or more
beneficiaries under the same aid scheme or under the
same support measure and where the agricultural
parcels declared are spatially overlapping or where
the overall area declared exceeds the maximum
eligible area determined in accordance with points (a)
and (b) of Article 5(2) of Delegated Regulation (EU)
No 640/2014, and the difference falls within the
measurement tolerance defined in accordance with

Cross-checks:










On declared payment
entitlements and on declared
agricultural parcels to avoid
multiple granting of the
same aid and to prevent any
undue accumulation of aid;
On the payment
entitlements to verify their
existence;
Between declared
agricultural parcels and the
information as contained in the
identification system for
agricultural parcels;
Between the payment
entitlements and the area
determined;
To prevent double claiming
of the same area;
To detect agricultural parcels
overlapping;
To detect if the overall area
declared exceeds the
maximum eligible area
determined.
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Regulatory
reference

Regulatory requirement

Expected automated
checks
(High-level description)

Article 38 of this Regulation in respect of that
reference parcel, Member State may provide for a
proportional reduction of the areas concerned, unless
a beneficiary demonstrates that any of the other
beneficiaries concerned over-declared his areas to the
detriment of the former."
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2.4

Accounting and control information of the Member
States
III. Management framework to support EAGF data integrity and accurate reporting

Article 31 of Regulation (EU) No 908/2014 and Article 9 of Regulation (EU) No 809/2014 require
Member States to send information relating to the applications and payment claims of beneficiaries
and in particular, the numbers of checks carried out and the results of these checks by 15 July each
year.
This reporting is used by DG AGRI in the financial clearance of accounts exercise to monitor the
management of the funds and in the context of the Director General's Declaration of Assurance and
the Annual Activity Report.
The specific reporting (electronic structured files2) to be submitted to DG AGRI and expected related
controls are as follows:

Reporting
Control data
(CD)

Description & Deadline

Expected controls
(High-level description)

Content:
Individual beneficiary data related to certain
EAGF and EAFRD measures (grouped by control
data types) of the most recent claim year (claim
year starts on 1 JAN and ends on 31 DEC of
year N.



Adequate organisation and
system implemented in order
to draw up periodic regulatory
reports to DG AGRI;



Internal control measures
aiming to guarantee that the
data submitted to DG AGRI are
complete, accurate and drawn
up according to the applicable
rules as well as transmitted
within the allotted deadlines,
including for the final figures.

Deadline: 15/07 following the claim year N.
Control statistics
(CS)

Content:
Aggregated control statistics related to the
control data types.
Deadline: 15/07 following the claim year N.

Detailed accounting
data
("X-table data)

Content:



Individual beneficiary data related to all
EAGF and EAFRD payments and receipts of
the last closed financial year;
Annual accounts for the expenditure made
under shared management.

Deadline: 15/02 following the financial year N.

The "control statistics" received from the Member States have become a corner stone of the
Director General's Declaration of Assurance and his Annual Activity Report. In addition, they
provide important information on the functioning of the national control systems to be taken into
account in audits.

2 As defined in the “Guidelines for the submission of control data and control statistics in relation to direct payments schemes

and rural development measures” for a given claim year and in the applicable "X-T Regulation" for a given financial year.
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The "X-table data" received from the Member States enable DG AGRI to prepare their enquiries and
to understand the authorisation and payment processes within the framework of the
European Agricultural Funds. They also constitute the underlying details of the annual accounts that
are prepared and submitted by the paying agencies for the financial clearance of accounts.
Accordingly, it is of high importance to gain assurance that this data is sufficiently reliable to support
DG AGRI clearance of accounts, its planning and management and that reporting is adequate and
effective. In this context, the data quality and the respect of deadlines for providing the data to
DG AGRI are important elements, for which correct functioning of key controls (as described in the
table of the previous page) is required.

3

Integration of this Methodology Document in
the audit strategy of the Certification Bodies
(CBs)

DG AGRI has defined specific guidelines to address the requirements for the CB pursuant to Article 9
of the Regulation (EU) NO 1306/2013, on the financing, management and monitoring of the common
agricultural policy.
These guidelines focus on the establishment of the CB audit strategy in their tasks of gathering
sufficient, appropriate audit evidence to issue an audit opinion. According to Article 9 of the
Regulation, the audit opinion is to be drawn up in accordance with internationally accepted audit
standards and should cover:
 The completeness, accuracy and veracity of the annual accounts of the accredited Paying Agency
(PA);
 The proper functioning of its internal control system; and
 The legality and regularity of the expenditure for which reimbursement has been requested from
the Commission.
The opinion shall also state whether the examination puts in doubt the assertions made in the
management declaration.
The 4 pilot audits related “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” gathered several best practices
covering these three domains, which are highly relevant for the CB. Accordingly, DG AGRI
recommends to the CB to integrate/consider these best practices in their audit approach.
For the sake of clarity and from an audit perspective, “best practices” should be understood at
3 different levels:


Control level: the 4 audits enabled to identify key controls (in the 3 domains) to be
implemented by the Member States. Even if these key controls could be implemented with
different modalities in the Paying Agencies, this Methodology Document provides a
list/description of specific controls that the auditor should consider as “paramount” and as part of
the work in respect of the audit of the annual accounts, of the audit of the legality and regularity of
expenditure, and of the assessment of the internal control system;

 Approach for testing the key controls: the 4 audits also enabled to gather different approaches
for testing the key controls. Depending on the context, procedures and systems of the Paying
Agencies, the auditor could select the best testing approach for its work;
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 Economic, efficient and effective manner to conduct the audits: in a more and more IT-dependent
claim process, review of key automated controls is of paramount importance for the
assessment of internal control system, which is a corner stone of the CB audit approach. At midterm, the aim of this document is to help the CB to conduct more targeted assessments of the
internal control system. Like this, the CB could perform the testing of the ICS and conclude on the
level of reliance on the ICS. For example, if expected key automated controls work well, high
reliance can be placed on functioning of the ICS, which in turn will mean low assurance from the
substantive testing. Moreover, this testing of the ICS could replace most of the re-verifications of
the administrative controls for IACS to be performed by the CB as part of the substantive testing.
In this case, the substantive testing for audit objective 2 (audit of legality and regularity) for IACS
to be performed by the CB will include the on-the-spot check (OTSC) re-verification, as well as
administrative checks and payment calculation which are not covered in the scope of the IACS
cross-checks and data integrity testing.
In order to provide guidance and to make the link between the tasks performed in “IACS crosschecks and data integrity” audits and the audit approach, PWC highlighted in the table below the
main areas of the CB audit approach where “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” best practices are
the most relevant.
Integration of the “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” audit works
in the annual certification audit “EAGF/EAFRD EXPENDITURE”
Specific “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” elements (color-coded in red) are mapped with the
specific elements (scope, tasks, …) of the CB audit approach (color-coded in blue). In a nutshell, the
assessment of the ICS by the CB, could be mostly based on the IACS cross-checks audit tasks. Main
synergy areas between CB and "IACS audits" are highlighted in bold, with key synergies underlined.
Title

Audit on the annual accounts

Audit on the legality and regulatory of the
expenditure

Objectives

Certify that the accounts to be transmitted to the
Commission are true, complete and accurate.

Certify that expenditure for which reimbursement
has been claimed is legal and regular.

Scope

The annual accounts, i.e. all the control procedures
(for operational transactions and for nonoperational transactions) performed on payments
and non-operational transactions effected within
the financial year.

All the control procedures (administrative and onthe-spot controls, reconciliations and compilation
of management declarations) performed for
authorisation for payments effected for the
transactions
reported
in
the
control
statistics/control reports.

1.

1.

2.

Definition of audit risk model and
assurance levels
Assessment of the internal control
system

2.

Definition of audit risk model and
assurance levels
Assessment of the internal control
system

Internal Control System
ICS compliant with accreditation criteria

Detailed administrative and on-the-spot

and ensure completeness, accuracy and

controls before payments are made to be
reflected in the Management Declaration

veracity of the annual accounts
CB
Audit
Approach

As this assessment covers both audit objectives, it should be done only once and taken into
account for both the audit on the annual accounts and for the audit on legality and regularity
2.1 Assessment of the control environment for establishing the system assurance
2.2 Review of control procedures
2.2.1 Review of IT general controls (ITGC)
2.2.2 Review of IT application controls
Degree that application controls can be relied on depends directly on the design and operation
effectiveness of ITGS
2.3 Compliance testing (test of controls)
2.4 Results of the assessment of the internal control system
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Main control procedures subject to ICS
assessment:
FOR OPERATIONAL TRANSACTIONS:
 Execution of payment;
 Accounting for payment;
 Reporting of the payment in the monthly,
quarterly and annual declarations;
 Reconciliation process.
FOR NON-OPERATIONAL TRANSACTIONS:
 Recording managing analytics and reporting of
irregularities and debts.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Main control procedures subject to ICS
assessment:
 Aid application process in IACS and the
GSAA;
 Aid application process for public procurement;
 Contracting process for public procurement;
 Authorisation of payment including
administrative and on-the-spot controls;
 Calculation of payment including
penalties/reductions;
 Establishment of entitlements (if applicable);
 LPIS update and upkeep;
 Compilation of control data and
statistics and management reports.
3.
4.
5.

Substantive testing
Reconciliations
Interpretation of errors, results
Formulation of opinion

6.

Substantive testing
Reconciliations
Interpretation of errors, results
Formulation of opinion

Assessment of ICS (including key automated controls)
Correlation
between ICS
assessment &
substantive
testing

Works

Works

well
Low

/

Medium
Low

Average

Works

Not

partially

working

Medium
High

High

Assurance from substantive testing
Audit
Assurance

The audit assurance is obtained based on 1) the assessment of the control environment (through
assessing the inherent and control risk) including IT system and controls and 2) the substantive
testing files (detailed tests based on the established audit risk model, the assessed detection risk).

Note: When describing the “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” approach and tasks in this
Methodology Document, PWC refers as much as possible to specific aspects of the CB audit approach
(as defined in the GUIDELINE ON THE ANNUAL CERTIFICATION AUDIT EAGF/EAFRD
EXPENDITURE Financial Year (FY) 2018).
Reference will be made with such a label, indicating the specific CB element:
Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part B > 9 ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM
“As regards audit objective 2, the following main control procedures should be subject to this assessment: Aid
application process in IACS (including preliminary checks where applicable) and the GSAA”…

14
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4

“IACS cross-checks and data integrity” audit
approach

The “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” audit approach has been/should be structured around the
following phases, which could perfectly be integrated in the CB audit steps:

4.1

Preparation

Preparation is the project initiation step resulting in clear definition of audit objectives, scope and in
the definition of an audit risk model for planning the audit engagement and for determining the
audit procedures. In this step, activities for understanding the “Entity and its environment” are
essential.
Guideline No 2 for CBs > 2 AUDIT RISK MODEL AND AUDIT PROCEDURES > 4.2 Assurance levels for
audit procedures … “(1) Understanding the entity and its environment, which should include:


The control environment, including the applicable legal and regulatory framework, based on existing knowledge
of the management and control systems in place, and in particular, risks identified in prior periods for each
measure…;



The control activities (primary and monitoring) and those embedded in the information system supporting the
main processes; the auditor shall evaluate the design of those controls and determine whether they have been
implemented and are applied in practice” …

Accordingly, research, documentation review, discussion with experts, coordination with PA Internal
Audit, and gathering of other business intelligence occur. With regards to the specific “IACS crosschecks and data integrity” preparation, the first step is to confirm and understand the specific “aid
scheme or support measure” subject to the audit, as the claim process (end-to-end process),
IT systems and EU related regulations could vary according to the concerned scheme/measure.
With regards the “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” pilot audits, the former “Single Payment
Scheme (SPS)” and current “Basic Payment Scheme (BPS, introduced in 2015)” for farmers were
under review.
During the preparation step, the audit team also conducted a project kick-off meeting to outline
project objectives, scope and schedule.

15
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4.1.1

Documentation review

After confirmation of the specific “aid scheme or support measure” subject to the audit, an initial
data and document request list is prepared by the audit team and communicated to the PA. The
documentation review will allow the audit team to have an initial understanding of the organisation
of the PA, its IACS, the data flows, the What Can Go Wrong” (WCGWs) in the processes and the
controls embedded in the processes/system.
With regards the specific “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” preparation, a specific
understanding of the SPS/BPS claim process (end-to-end process) and of the related EU regulations
was performed before initiating interviews to refine the understanding of the claim process.

4.1.2 Interviews and meetings
In order to clarify specific points and to improve and fine tune the audit team’s understanding of the
PA’s environment and the implemented controls, meetings and interviews should be organised with
the stakeholders in charge of the IT systems and applications and of the administrative checks.
Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 4.5 and 10.5 Assessment of the internal control system
…. Proposed timing
Part of the tasks: assessing the control environment needs to be planned in parallel with the definition of audit risk
model and assurance levels. (M1-M3) ….


To assess the effectiveness of the control environment taking account of the previous years' evaluation of the internal
control system, any legal, organisational, procedural and system changes in order to determine the system
assurance for the audit risk model. This will require conducting walk-through testing.

With regards the “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” pilot audits, walk-throughs of the following
claim processes are to be performed. These walk-throughs enable to understand steps in the claim
processes, actors, WCWGs, controls, related regulatory requirements, and to clearly identify
in-scope/out-of-the scope IT systems and applications.

Area-based claims process and supporting systems

Aid
application
preparation

Submission
of Aid
applications
by the
farmers
(Electronic /
Paper)

Aid
applications
receipt and
time
stamping

Managemen,
calculation &
control of
aid claims

Selection of
sample for
on-the-spot
control
(OTSC) and
OSTC follow up

Payment
preparation
and
calculation

Payment
approval and
execution

Accounting

Reporting

II. Aut omated cross-checks and automated det ection (Application cont rols)

Internal Control System
(Article 1 and Annex 1 of Com mission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 907/2014)

III. Ma nagement framework to
su pport EAGF data integrity and
a ccurate reporting

I. Cont rols t o ensure correct and secure funct ioning of operat ional systems, applications and interfaces (ITGCs)

IT System n
IT System 1

IT System 2

IT System 3

Contr ol Data
Contr ol Statistics

( ac c ounting

sy stem )

X-tab l e dat a
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Aspects to be considered in the claim processes, for the purpose of the audit objective 1 (Audit on the
annual accounts) and of the audit objective 2 (Audit on the legality and regularity of the expenditure)
are as follows:
Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 5.1 & 11.1 Assessment of the control environment for
establishing the system assurance
…In addition, the CB should perform the following:


To get an understanding of the PA’s control procedures and systems;



To review the “translation” process, through which the requirements set out in the EU Regulations are incorporated
in the PA’s manual, computer procedures and written instructions;



To conduct “walk-through” tests on the processes/procedures, including IT processes to determine the functionalities
of the control system.

Relevant business Processes:
 Aid application preparation (settings of the campaign parameters: opening dates, deadlines, rules
for Saturdays/Sundays lodging, …);
 Submission of Aid applications by the farmers according to different methods: Electronic (Webplatform)/Non-electronic deposit (On-site, Postal, Registered mail, …);
 Receipts of Aid applications by the PA: high-level consistency/completeness check and time
stamping controls;
 Initial registration of aid claims in the IACS system with generation of file id and storage of paper
aid applications;
 Storage of aid application modifications received (31/05) and selection of sample for OSTC;
 Aid Applications inputted in IACS applications with alphanumerical/digital data and
administrative & cross checks procedures performed on the population of submitted claims (ex:
cross-checks on surface parcels, detection of obvious errors, automated alerts over parcels
overlapping, over declared area exceeding the maximum eligible area, …);
 OSTC conclusions follow-up and subsequent claim modifications;
 Payment preparation and calculation with documentation of performed controls;
 Automated reductions/penalties calculated in the systems;
 Re-runs of the processes resulting from claim modifications;
 Payment approval and execution;
 Process flow for generating and reporting CD/CS/XT data (process could be manual or highly
automated);
 Controls to ensure CD/CS/XT are compliant with reporting requirements and include data
integrity controls.
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Relevant systems and applications:
The main systems & applications used by the PA to support these business processes should at least
include the systems summarised in the table hereafter. This list should be refined by the CB.
System
GIS DB
GIS System
WEB platform
Accounting
system
…
IACS

Description
GIS database for the management of parcels of the agricultural parcels identification
system
Geographical information system for managing the declaration of parcels and grassland
Web-platform for claim submission (used by the farmers)
Accounting system for European agricultural funds
…
Integrated management and control system for the identification, control and calculation
of European agricultural funds

With regard to the systems and applications, significant third-party providers should be identified
with a description of the nature and scope of the services as well as the level of dependency on these
providers.

4.1.3 Building the audit work programme (Risk/Control Matrix)
The final step of the preparation phase is to formally identify and document the risks and related
expected (required by Regulations)/implemented controls to mitigate the risks or the processes in
scope. A first controls testing plan (Review of control procedures and Compliance testing) is also
built and the needed tools/testing approach (ex. data analytics tools such as ACL, Idea, SQL, etc.) are
identified. The document that will summarise the risks, the required/identified controls and the
controls testing approach is the Risk and Control Matrix (RCM).

Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 5.1 & 11.1 Assessment of the control environment for
establishing the system assurance
… In addition, the CB should perform the following:


Identify “what can go wrong” (WCGWs) in the process/procedure and related controls; For the above procedure, the
Key and Ancillary controls as defined in the Guideline on the calculation on the financial corrections
C (2015)3675;



List of Key and Ancillary controls should be taken into account as the benchmark against which the PA’s processes
and controls should be compared.

On the basis of the above, if the CB auditor decides to rely on the ICS, it should carry out compliance testing (test of
controls) on selected controls …
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The approach for building the Risk and Control Matrix (RCM) is outlined hereafter:

The structure of the Risk and Control Matrix (RCM) is summarised hereafter. Each field is a column
in the Excel file summarising the RCM:

One of the important outcomes of the 4 “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” pilot audits was the
elaboration of the RCM detailed in the following sections, focusing on specific aspects of key
automated controls, to be considered in respect of the audit of the annual accounts, of the audit of
the legality and regularity of expenditure, and of the assessment of the internal control system.
The following 3 sub-sections provide details about these key automated controls as wells as the
potential testing approaches3. (Testing approaches are detailed in the “Execution section”).
3 These controls are considered to be the important ones with regard to “IACS automated controls and data integrity”,

however, the CB should revise the list and add other relevant controls as this list is not considered exhaustive.
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I. Controls to ensure correct and secure functioning of operational systems, applications and
interfaces (ITGCs)

The overall objective of this part is to provide independent, objective assurance that information
systems and IT applications offer a secure environment in order to ensure the proper authorisation,
payment and accounting of the EAGF application data.
Key Controls to consider
The CB auditor has to refine these high-level controls by identifying specific and relevant ITGCs for
the in-scope systems and applications of the Paying Agency. The CB should also include a review of
the interfaces between information systems.

ISO 27002
chapters
Compliance

Key Security requirements /
elements

Expected controls
(High-level description)

 Compliance with legal requirements: to avoid
breaches of any law, statutory, regulatory or
contractual obligations, and of any security
requirements.

All relevant statutory, regulatory,
and contractual requirements and
the organisation’s approach to
meet these requirements should be
explicitly defined, documented,
and kept up to date for each
information system and the
organisation. Specific
consideration should be given to:
 Article 74 of the Regulation (EU)
No 1306/2013 of the European
Parliament and of the Council;
 Article 28 of the Commission
Implementing Regulation (EU)
No 809/2014;
 Article 29 of Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 809/2014;
 Point 3 (B) in Annex I
No 907/2014.
The specific controls and individual
responsibilities to meet these
requirements should be similarly
defined and documented.

System acquisition,
development
maintenance

 Security requirements of information systems:
to ensure that security is an integral part of
information systems.

Specifications for the requirements
for controls should consider the
automated controls to be
incorporated in the information
system, and the need for
supporting manual controls.
Similar considerations should be
applied when evaluating software
packages, developed or purchased,
for business applications.

 Correct processing in applications: to prevent
errors, loss, unauthorised modification or
misuse of information in applications.

Appropriate controls should be
designed into applications,
including user developed
applications to ensure correct
processing. These controls should
include the validation of input data,
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ISO 27002
chapters

Key Security requirements /
elements

Expected controls
(High-level description)
internal processing and output
data. Additional controls may be
required for systems that process,
or have an impact on, sensitive,
valuable or critical information.
Such controls should be
determined on the basis of security
requirements and risk assessment.



Security in development and support
processes: to maintain the security of
application system software and information.

Controls to ensure that all
proposed system changes are
reviewed and to check that they do
not compromise the security of
either the system or the operating
environment.
Formal change control procedures
should be documented and
enforced in order to minimise the
corruption of information systems.
Introduction of new systems and
major changes to existing systems
should follow a formal process of
documentation, specification,
testing, quality control, and
managed implementation.



Technical Vulnerability Management and
patch management: to reduce risks resulting
from exploitation of published technical
vulnerabilities and to ensure underlying
software and hardware are operational and
up-to-date.

Technical vulnerability
management should be
implemented in an effective,
systematic, and repeatable way
with measurements taken to
confirm its effectiveness. These
considerations should include
operating systems, and any other
applications in use.
Timely information about technical
vulnerabilities of information
systems being used should be
obtained, the organisation's
exposure to such vulnerabilities
evaluated, and appropriate
measures taken to address the
associated risk.

Operations security


Segregation of duties: SoD should be
implemented, where appropriate, to reduce
the risk of negligent or deliberate system
misuse.

Segregation of duties is a method
for reducing the risk of accidental
or deliberate system misuse. Care
should be taken that no single
person can access, modify or use
assets without authorisation or
detection. The initiation of an event
should be separated from its
authorisation. The possibility of
collusion should be considered in
designing the controls.
Whenever it is difficult to
segregate, other controls such as
monitoring of activities, audit trails
and management supervision
should be considered.
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ISO 27002
chapters

Key Security requirements /
elements

Expected controls
(High-level description)



Third party service delivery management: to
implement and maintain the appropriate
level of information security and service
delivery in line with third party service
delivery agreements.

It should be ensured that the
security controls, service
definitions and delivery levels
included in the third party service
delivery agreement are
implemented, operated, and
maintained by the third party.
The services, reports and records
provided by the third party should
be regularly monitored and
reviewed, and audits should be
carried out regularly.



Protection against malicious and mobile
code: To protect the integrity of software and
information.

Detection, prevention, and
recovery controls to protect against
malicious code and appropriate
user awareness procedures should
be implemented.



On-Line Transactions: to ensure the security
of electronic/on-line transactions, and their
secure use.

Information involved in on-line
transactions should be protected to
prevent incomplete transmission,
mis-routing, unauthorised message
alteration, unauthorised disclosure,
unauthorised message duplication
or replay.
 Use of electronic signatures by
each of the parties involved in
the transaction;
 Where a trusted authority is
used (e.g. for the purposes of
issuing and maintaining digital
signatures and/or digital
certificates) security is
integrated and embedded
throughout the entire end-toend certificate/signature
management process.



Back-up: To maintain the integrity and
availability of information and information
processing facilities.

Back-up copies of information and
software should be taken and
tested regularly in accordance with
the agreed backup policy.



Monitoring to detect unauthorised
information processing activities.

Systems should be monitored and
information security events should
be recorded. Operator logs and
fault logging should be used to
ensure information system
problems are identified.
System monitoring should be used
to check the effectiveness of
controls adopted and to verify
conformity to an access policy
model.
 Audit logs recording user
activities, exceptions, and
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ISO 27002
chapters

Key Security requirements /
elements

Expected controls
(High-level description)
information security events
should be produced and kept for
an agreed period to assist in
future investigations and access
control monitoring;
 Logging facilities and log
information should be protected
against tampering and
unauthorised access;
 The clocks of all relevant
information processing systems
within an organisation or
security domain should be
synchronised with an agreed
accurate time source.

Information
security aspects of
business continuity
management



Information security aspects of business
continuity management: to counteract
interruptions to business activities and to
protect critical business processes from the
effects of major failures of information
systems or disasters and to ensure their
timely resumption.

A business continuity management
process should be implemented to
minimise the impact on the
organisation and recover from loss
of information assets (which may
be the result of, for example,
natural disasters, accidents,
equipment failures, and deliberate
actions) to an acceptable level
through a combination of
preventive and recovery controls.
This process should identify the
critical business processes and
integrate the information security
management requirements of
business continuity with other
continuity requirements relating to
such aspects as operations, staffing,
materials, transport and facilities.
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II. Automated cross-checks and automated detection (Application controls)
Following legal requirements, the cross-checks shall mainly cover the verifications within one claim,
between different claims and verification of payment.
Key Controls to consider
The CB has to refine the WCGWs and the high-level controls by identifying specific and relevant
(Key) Application controls embedded in the systems and applications of the Paying Agency.
Guidance for selecting relevant testing approach is provided in appendix 2 of this document. Details
of the scripts used for the Data analytics testing are provided in appendix 3.
Area /
Stage of the
process
Verification
within one
claim

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)
Risk of
mismatching of
information at the
reference parcel
level in the single
application claim
Risk of
mismatching of
information at the
agricultural parcel
level in the single
application claim

Expected controls &
related checks
Cross-check between the
agricultural parcels
declared in the single
application and the
information in the
identification system for
agricultural parcels
(LPIS):

Potential testing
approach4
☐Data analytics
☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

(a) Verification at the
reference parcel level –
existence, category of
use.

Risk that claim is
not cross-checked.

(b) Verification at the
agricultural parcel levelthe identification and
solving of overlapping
areas issues. This should
include both the
alphanumerical/digital
intersection if applied by
the MS.

Risk of noncompliance of the
eligibility criteria
parameters with
the legislation

Controls on the correct
implementation of the
compliance
requirements from the
legislation for the
eligibility workflow of an
aid application.

☐Data analytics
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☒Configuration
review
☒Code review

Detail of the test

Verify through ITFs the
following scenarios to
ensure system controls
are performed
properly:
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area not referenced
in the system;
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area not eligible in
the system;
 Input of a claim by a
fictitious farmer not
referenced in the
system;
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area bigger than
reference area;
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area smaller than the
reference area;
 Input of a fictitious
claim with several
declared areas where
the sum is bigger
than the reference
area;
 Input of a fictitious
claim with 2
overlapping declared
areas.
Configuration review:
Verify that the core
system was correctly
configured to run
eligibility checks/script
on all claims in the
system and that all
eligibility criteria were
activated.

4 Based on the 4 pilot audits and taking into account the specific context of each of the 4 countries, PWC determined the most

relevant testing approaches (that are highlighted in bold). Nevertheless, other approaches could be appropriate in an other
context/country. For the “Data analytics” testing approach, the entire population has been tested in most cases.
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Area /
Stage of the
process

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)

Risk of inaccuracy
of the application
claim date

Expected controls &
related checks

Controls of the accuracy
and the correctness of
the claim date through
the different deposit
means and systems.

Potential testing
approach4

☒Data analytics
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Verification
between
different
claims

Risk of
mismatching of
information at
parcel level.
Risk of multiple
granting of the
same aid or
support in respect
of the same
calendar or claim
year.
Risk of double
financing through
other Union
scheme.

Controls on declared
agricultural parcels in
order to avoid multiple
granting of the same aid
in respect of the same
claim year.

☐Data analytics

(a) Does each parcel
have its own unique
identifier?

☐Code review

(b) Are parcels claimed
by more than one farmer
identified?
(c) Verification between
agricultural parcels
solving of overlapping
areas issues by digital
intersection (if applied
by the MS).

☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)
☒Configuration
review

Detail of the test

Code review:
Review the source code
of the core system that
performs the eligibility
checks (e.g. a Java code
on WEB platform in
one of the PA) and to
ensure that all
eligibility criteria have
been correctly
implemented (farmer
active, status, eligible
areas…).
 Retrieve all claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and
the CD. (Ref 1);
 Retrieve all claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and
the CD. (Ref 2);
 Retrieve all the
claims where the
date is not consistent
between the
Integrated
management and
control system and
the web platform.
(Ref 3).
ITF:
Verify through ITFs the
following scenarios to
ensure system controls
are performed
properly:
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area already declared
by another farmer;
 Input of 2 fictitious
claims by the same
farmer with declared
areas that overlap;
 Input of 2 fictitious
claims by 2 farmers
with declared areas
where the sum is
bigger than the
reference area.
Configuration review:
Verify that the system
is configured in order
to force MS employee
to solve overlapping
issues before being
able to continue to
process the claims.
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Area /
Stage of the
process

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)
Risk of
inconsistency or
inaccuracy in the
reference parcels.

Risk of inaccurate
reporting OTSC
results in the
system.
Risk of
inconsistencies or
inaccuracy of data
between the
different systems.

Expected controls &
related checks

Potential testing
approach4

Control on over shooting
of the maximum eligible
area for the reference
parcel concerned. This
should include both the
alphanumerical and
digital intersection, if
applied by the MS.

☐Data analytics

Check that on each
control run the new
information or the
adjustments to all claims
(by farmers and/or
administration made
since the last run) are
taken into consideration.
Specific attention shall
be paid to:

☒Data analytics

(a) Is the area
determined resulting
from OTSC (on-the-spot
checks) correctly
reported in the system?

☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)

☐Code review
Analysis of claims
concerned by an
OTSC and forcemajeure.
☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

(c) Is determined area
not higher than
reference parcel area?
(d) Is MEA in LPIS not
lower than area
determined (paid) for all
claims?

Risk of nonfulfilment of the
eligibility criteria.
Risk of invalid
payment
entitlements (PE).

Controls on the payment
entitlements (PE) to
verify their existence and
the eligibility for aid.

This control has been
covered by the ITFs in
the controls above.

☐Configuration
review

(b) Are the changes
following obvious errors
and force-majeure
considered correctly?

Verification
of payment

Detail of the test

☒Data analytics
Cross checking
information
concerning the
claim.
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Data Analytics:
 Retrieve all claims
selected for an OTSC
and where the OTSC
was not performed.
(Ref 4);
 Retrieve all the
claims with an OTSC
error and no
penalty/reduction.
(Ref 5);
 Overview of the
distribution of OTSC.
(Ref 6).
ITF:
Verify through ITFs the
following scenarios to
ensure system controls
are performed
properly:
 Input of a fictitious
determined area (i.e.
resulting from
OTSC) bigger than
the reference area to
ensure controls are
performed not only
on claims declared
areas but also on
areas determined
after OTSC.
 Retrieve all the
claims that have not
passed the eligibility
test. (Ref 7);
 Ensure that all the
farmers who succeed
the eligibility check
appears in the CD.
(Ref 8);
 Retrieve all the
farmers that have
perceived aid and
were not eligible
(Ref 9);
 Global overview of
the input/output of
the eligibility
algorithm to ensure
its correctness.
(Ref 10);
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Area /
Stage of the
process

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)

Risk that the
entitlements paid
are not more than
entitlements
claimed.

Expected controls &
related checks

Check that the
entitlements paid are not
more than entitlements
claimed.

Potential testing
approach4

☒Data analytics
Cross Checking
information
between XT, CD
and the original
claim.

Detail of the test

 Retrieve all the
claims that received
a payment but have
not claimed
anything. (Ref 11);
 Retrieve all the
claims that received
a payment but have
not claimed.
anything. (Ref 12);
 Ensure that all the
eligible farmer have
deposed a claim.
(Ref 13).
 Retrieve all the
farmers having
received more than
the amount claimed.
(Ref 14).

☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
Risk of inaccurate
value of the
payment
entitlements (PE).

Is the value of PE fixed
correctly?

☐Code review
☐Data analytics
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☒Code review

Risk of invalid
payment
entitlements (PE).
Risk of noncompliance of the
parcel criteria
parameters with
the legislation.

Risk of inaccurate
value of the
payment
entitlements (PE)

Check if the minimum
area size per holding or
parcel according to the
Regulation / national
rules is respected.

☐Data analytics
☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Is the payment
calculation considering
the latest result of the rerun of the crosschecks?

☐Data analytics
☒Integrated
Test Facility
(ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☒Code review

Code review:
Review the source code
of the core system that
computes the value of
the PE (e.g. Cobol code
on IACS platform in
one of the PA) to
ensure that the
payment entitlement is
computed accordingly
to the regulation.
Verify through ITFs the
following scenarios to
ensure system controls
are performed
properly:
 Input of a fictitious
claim with a declared
area below the
defined threshold to
ensure they have not
received payment
linked to their
parcels.
ITF:
Verify through ITFs the
following scenarios to
ensure system controls
are performed
properly:
 Input of a fictitious
modification of claim
(e.g. area changed
due to OTSC) to
observe that the
payment calculation
has been updated
accordingly.
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Area /
Stage of the
process

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)

Expected controls &
related checks

Risk that the
relevant time limit
for the application
claim not being
met.

Checks regarding the
deadlines for submission
of the application (late
application/amendments
of the aid application):

Risk of inaccuracy
of the application
claim date.

(a) Check if penalties for
late lodging were applied
after 15th May and up to
9th June, or the
alternative dates fixed by
the MS.

Risk of invalid
payments.

(b) Check if in this MS
has appropriately
considered the rules
concerning
Saturday/Sunday
lodging.
(c) Check if no payment
was made for claims
received after 9th June.

Potential testing
approach4

☒Data analytics
Retrieve all the
claims that have
been deposed after
the defined
deadlines and
ensure that they
have been
sanctioned
accordingly
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☒Code review

Detail of the test

Code Review:
Review the source code
of the core system that
compute the value of
the PE (e.g. Cobol code
on IACS platform in
one of the PA) to
ensure that the
payment entitlement is
computed accordingly
to the regulation.
Data Analytics:
 Retrieve all the
distinct deposit year
to ensure that all the
claims are in the
right year. (Ref 16);
 Retrieve all the
distinct deposit year
to ensure that all the
claims are in the
right year. (Ref 17);
 Retrieve all the late
claims (after 15/05)
without
penalty/reduction.
(Ref 18);
 Retrieve all the
Saturday/Sunday
lodging. (Ref 19);
 Retrieve all the
Saturday/Sunday
lodging. (Ref 20);
 Retrieve all the
claims from the CD
that have been paid
after the 9th of June.
(Ref 21);
 Retrieve all the
claims from the CD
that have been
requested after the
9th of June and paid.
(Ref 22);
 Retrieve all the
claims in the
integrated
management system
and control that are
not in the correct
year. (Ref 23);
 Retrieve all the
claims in the
integrated
management system
and control that are
not in the correct
year. (Ref 24);
 Retrieve all the late
claims. (Ref 25).
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Area /
Stage of the
process

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)

Expected controls &
related checks

Potential testing
approach4

Detail of the test

Code Review:
Review the source code
of the core system
managing the
deadlines for the
payments (e.g. Cobol
code of the IACS
system in one of the
PA) to ensure
deadlines (09/06 and
15/05 for example) are
correctly implemented
and days of week (excl.
Saturday and Sunday)
are correctly handled
in the code.
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III. Management framework to support EAGF data integrity and accurate reporting

Key Controls to be considered for CD/CS/XT and data integrity
The CB has to refine these high-level controls by identifying specific and relevant (Key) controls of
the Paying Agency. Guidance for selecting relevant testing approach is provided in appendix 2 of this
document.
 Data were completely transferred;
 Inquired about exceptions with the PA.
PWC also executed a series of integrity checks on the whole population:
 Data integrity (e.g. data formatting, data ranges, data uniqueness);
 Data consistency/cross-files integrity (e.g. reconciliation of CD to XT, recalculation of CS based on
CD);
 Data validation (e.g. identification of unusual dependencies on an individual claim level).
Area

Control data
(CD)
Control
statistics
(CS)

Risks /
what can go
wrongs
(WCGWs)
Risk of incomplete
or inappropriate
management
framework, which
is supposed to
support EAGF
data integrity.

Expected controls
& related checks

Potential testing5

Detail of the test

Adequate
organisation and
system implemented
in order to draw up
periodic regulatory
reports to DG AGRI:
4-eyes principle for
preparation and
review of the draft
reporting, automated
reporting / extract
functionalities in
IACS systems.

☐Data analytics

Perform walkthroughs
with the persons in
charge of 1) the
extraction of the XT and
CD underlying data and
the persons in charge of
the files preparation
reporting in order to
review the consistency,
completeness and
accuracy of the files
generated and submitted
to DG AGRI.

Internal control
measures aiming to
guarantee that the
data submitted to DG
AGRI are complete,
accurate and drawn
up according to the
applicable rules as
well as transmitted
within the allotted
deadlines, including
for the final figures.

Control data
(CD)
Control
statistics
(CS)

Risk of
inconsistencies or
inaccuracy of data
in the different
data sets.

Controls to detect
abnormal values
(unusual amounts,
important
modifications

Cross Checks between
CS and CD & IACS
systems: key input
data do reconcile
between the system
and the CD/CS
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☒Code review
☒ Review of the
Reporting
preparation
procedures and
interviews with
persons in charge
of the reporting.

☒ Data analytics
Cross Checks between
CS and CD & IACS
systems: key input
data do reconcile
between the system

Review the reporting
preparation procedures
in place.
Code review:
Review the source code
of the core system (e.g.
Cobol code from IACS
system in one of the PA)
which is extracting the
XT and CD underlying
data and preparing the
reports based on the
column identifier given
by DG AGRI.
 Overview of the
distribution of OTSC.
(Ref 6);
 Global overview of the
input/output of the
eligibility algorithm to

5 Based on the 4 pilot audits and taking into account the specific context of each of the 4 countries, PWC determined the most

relevant testing approaches (that are highlighted in bold). Nevertheless, other approaches could be appropriate in an other
context/country. For the “Data analytics” testing approach, the entire population was tested in most cases.
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compared to previous
year, …).

and the CD/CS

ensure its correctness.
(Ref 10).

☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review

Control data
(CD)
Control
statistics
(CS)
Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table
data)

Control data
(CD)
Control
statistics
(CS)

Risk of
inconsistencies
between XT and
CD data
Risk of data
alteration

Risk of
inconsistencies
between XT and
CD data.

Controls to ensure
date elements are well
formatted, required
key fields exist and
are filled in/not
empty.
Calculation of control
totals, access rights
management,
possible use of log
files

The number of
distinct F200
(Farmer unique
identifier) in CD must
be higher or equal to
the number of distinct
F200 in XT.

Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table
data)

Control
data
(CD)
Control
statistics
(CS)

Control
statistics
(CS)
Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table

Cross Checks between
CS, CD and XT
☐Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review
☒ Review of the
Reporting
preparation
procedures and
interviews with
persons in charge
of the reporting.

☒Data analytics
Cross Checks between
CD and XT
☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)

Test

☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Risk of
inconsistencies or
inaccuracy of data
in the different
data sets.

Consistency of the
claim date value
through the different
systems.

☒Data analytics
Cross Checks between
CD, XT and claims
☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)

Test

☐Configuration
review

Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table
data)

Control data
(CD)

☐Code review
☒Data analytics

☐Code review

Risk of
inconsistencies or
inaccuracy of data
in the different
data sets.
Risk of
mismatching of
information for
the payments
performed.

The amount of
payment received
should not exceed the
amount claimed by
the farmer.

☒Data analytics
Cross Checks between
CD, XT and claims
☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)

Test

Perform walkthroughs
with the persons in
charge of 1) the
extraction of the XT and
CD underlying data and
the persons in charge of
the files preparation
reporting in order to
review the consistency of
the files generated.
Review the reporting
preparation procedures
in place.
Data analytics:
Automated controls for
file format and values are
covered by the control
above and the
2 controls below.
 Ensure the unique
link between the fields
f200(CD) and
F200(XT). (Ref 26);
 Retrieve all the claims
where the fields F200
are the same in the CD
and the XT but not the
field F300b.
(Ref 27-28);
 Retrieve all the
farmers from the XT
that are not in the CD.
(Ref 29-30-31).
 Retrieve all claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and the
CD. (Ref 1),
(Ref 2);
 Retrieve all the claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and the
web platform. (Ref 3).
 Retrieve all the
farmers having
received bigger
amount than the
amount claimed.
(Ref 14);

☐Configuration
review
☐Code review
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data)
Control
data
(CD)

Risk of
inconsistencies
between XT and
CD data.

Same fields between
CD and XT should
contain the same
value (e.g.: F300).

Control
statistics
(CS)
Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table
data)
Control
data
(CD)

Cross Checks between
CD and XT
☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)

Test

 Retrieve all claims
where there is an
inconsistency
regarding field F300.
(Ref 32), (Ref 33).

☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Risk of
inconsistencies in
the OTSC
reporting system.

Control
statistics
(CS)
Detailed
accounting
data
("X-table
data)
Data
consistency
between the
different
systems
supporting
the end-toend
claim
processes

☒Data analytics

If a farmer is marked
as having been
chosen (randomly or
not) for an OTSC then
an OTSC has
occurred.

☒Data analytics
Cross Checks OTSC
status with the list of
farmers that have
been selected for
OTSC
☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)

 Retrieve all claims
selected for an OTSC
and where the OTSC
was not
performed/finalised.
(Ref 4).

Test

☐Configuration
review
☐Code review
Risk of
inconsistencies or
inaccuracy of data
in the different
data sets.

Data consistency
controls to ensure
data used/replicated
in different systems
are consistent.

☒Data analytics
Cross
checks
of
specific data (claim
dates, claim status,
OTSC
status,
…)
extracted
for
different systems:
 GIS database for
the management
of parcels of the
agricultural
parcels
identification
system;
 Geographical
information
system for
managing the
declaration of
parcels and
grassland;
 Web-platform for
claim submission
(used by the
farmers);
 Accounting
system for
European
agricultural
funds;
 Integrated
management and
control system for
the identification,
control and
calculation of
European

 Retrieve all claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and the
CD. (Ref 1),
(Ref 2);
 Retrieve all the claims
where the date is not
consistent between
the Integrated
management and
control system and the
web platform. (Ref 3);
 Retrieve all the claims
with an OTSC error
and no penalty.
(Ref 5);
 Ensure that all the
farmers who succeed
the eligibility check
appear in the CD.
(Ref 8);
 Retrieve all the
farmers that have
perceived aid and
were not eligible.
(Ref 9);
 Retrieve all the claims
that received a
payment but have not
claimed anything.
(Ref 11 and Ref 12);
 Ensure that all the
eligible farmer have
deposed a claim.
(Ref 13);
 Retrieve all the
farmers having
received more than
claimed. (Ref 14 and
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agricultural
funds;
…

☐Integrated
Facility (ITF)
☐Configuration
review
☐Code review

Test

Ref 15);
 Retrieve all the late
claims (after cut-off
date) without penalty.
(Ref 18);
 Retrieve all the claims
in the integrated
management system
and control that these
are in the correct year
(Cut-off test). (Ref 23
and Ref 24);
 Ensure the unique
link between the fields
F200(CD) and
F200(XT). (Ref 26);
 Retrieve all the claims
where the fields F200
are the same in the CD
and the XT but not the
field F300b. (Ref 27
and Ref 28);
 Retrieve all the
farmers from the XT
that are not in the CD
(no results expected).
(Ref 29, Ref 30 and
Ref 31);
 Retrieve all claims
where there is an
inconsistency
regarding field F300.
(Ref 32 and Ref 33);
 Ensure that each
claim can be linked to
a unique farmer. (Ref
34 and Ref 35);
 Ensure the
consistency of the
claim status between
the Integrated
management and
control system and the
CD. (Ref 36);
 Ensure the unique
link between the fields
F200/F300 (CD). (Ref
37 and Ref 38);
 Retrieve all the claims
submitted on the web
platform that do not
appear in the
integrated
management and
control system.
(Ref 39);
 Retrieve all the claims
linked to no Farmer.
(Ref 40);
 Retrieve all the
farmers that have
applied for more than
1 claim. (Ref 41 and
Ref 42);
 Retrieve all the
farmers who appear in
the integrated
management and
control system but not
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in the CD. (Ref 43);
 Retrieve all the
farmers who appear in
the integrated
management and
control system but not
in the CD. (Ref 44);
 Retrieve all the
farmers with 2
different claims (no
results expected).
(Ref 45);
 Retrieve all the
farmers who appear in
the CD but not in the
Integrated
management and
control system.
(Ref 46);
 Retrieve claims where
the amount claimed is
different than the
amount received
(Ref 47);
 Retrieve claims where
the amount claimed is
different than the
amount received.
(Ref 48);
 The amount claimed is
consistent through the
different systems.
(Ref 49);
 Retrieve all the late
claims (after cut-off
date) without penalty.
(Ref 18);
 Retrieve all the
Saturday/Sunday
lodgings. (Ref 19 and
Ref 20);
 Retrieve all the claims
from the CD that have
been entered after the
legal deadline e.g. the
9th June and still
received payment
(consistency check
about the deadline)
(Ref 21) Retrieve all
the claims submitted
after cut-off date + 20
from the CD that have
received payment.
(Ref 22).
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4.2

Execution

4.2.1 Controls design review & Controls operating effectiveness
Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 5.2 & 11.2 Review of control procedures
…Based on the reliability of the control procedures as assessed in the previous step, the CB auditor needs to plan the test
of control procedures. Even if the CB auditor decides that the internal control system is not reliable and thus no
assurance is planned to be gained from this assessment, it needs to carry out part of the following review work in order
to identify the concrete deficiencies and remedial actions…
These procedures should allow the CB to establish whether:


…



The IT system/s and related procedures are well designed and operated to comply with the
procedural requirements (included in EU, national legislation);



…




The PA’s controls are in line with the key and ancillary controls as defined by the Commission;
There are adequate procedures for senior management checks and monitoring.

Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 35.3 & 11.3 Compliance testing (test of controls)
…In order to express an opinion on the effectiveness of the ICS, the CB shall examine the specific, pervasive and
monitoring controls embedded within the reviewed process(es): systems, procedures, manuals. These tests of controls
are performed to support the CBs assessed level of control risk. The test of controls should test the effectiveness of a
control used by the PA to prevent or detect material misstatements. By performing compliance testing, the CB shall
examine for the selected specific transactions if:


The necessary controls are in place and designed in accordance with the legal framework;



The necessary controls operate as designed and prevent/detect and correct material misstatements at assertion
level.

In addition to the information/test gathered during the preparation phase about the implemented
controls, other specific walkthroughs are also conducted. These walkthroughs consist of tracing
several types of transactions (i.e. claims lodged using printed forms, claims lodged using web
platforms, etc.) through the entire process and reviewing the performed controls (i.e. manual and
automated) to ensure that the identified risks (WCGWs) are mitigated by these controls and that the
PA is compliant with Article 74 of the Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013.
The audit team should also perform a walkthrough of the process for the generation of the
Control Data and the X-Table files and map the different fields to the source databases/applications.
The documentation of the walkthrough should clearly indicate at what stage of the process the data is
extracted, validated and communicated to the Commission (i.e. before on-the-spot checks, before
administrative checks or after the checks, etc.).
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The following sub-sections provide details about the potential testing approaches, with indication of
the objectives, prerequisites and limitations of the approach.
Based on the 4 pilot audits, 4 different relevant testing approaches have been identified*:

Data Analytics
Ensure that all
claims are
running
through crosschecks

Testing 1 00% of the population
Risk analy tics , data v alidation or
control v alidation

Ensure unicity
of some values
(ex: area
identifier,
individual
F200…)

to ensure that IACS is
adequately configured and
that automated controls are
operating effectively.

IACS documentation
rev iewed & functioning
logics confirmed by
walkthroughs

to ensure that the
programming code were
adequately developed to
integrate the controls as
designed/expected

IA CS
documentation
reviewed & functioning
logics confirmed by
walkthroughs

Code Review

Configuration
Review

Data consistency within a sy stem
or between different systems

Test sev eral scenarios (i.e. controls)
using fictitious entries (i.e. farmer,
claims, modifications…) that will be
processed by the system.
Review
system alerts
for
overlapping
areas

The auditor will then compare the
received results with the ex pected
outcomes.

Integrated Test
Facility (ITF)

Review late
claim
applications
automated
checks

* Other approaches could be appropriate in another context/country.
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I.

Data analytics

i.

Objectives

Data Analytics is one of the powerful ways of testing controls’ operating effectiveness. The objectives
of this method are the following:
 Testing the operating effectiveness of controls on 100% of the population (ex. claims for the whole
year) instead of selecting a sample;
 Performing data profiling in order to identify outliers that might indicate errors, empty fields or
duplicates and to assess the completeness and integrity of the files transmitted to DG AGRI (i.e.
XT and CD);
 Comparing XT with CD data in order to identify potential discrepancies and exceptions (ex.
unauthorised modifications of claim status after data submission).
ii.

Prerequisites

In order to be able to test the operating effectiveness of the implemented controls using data
analytics, the following steps should be performed:
 Information Technology General Controls (ITGS) have been assessed and they:
o Are properly implemented and operate effectively: in this case, the CB will be able to rely on
application controls testing, using notably data analytics to obtain assurance over these
automated controls. This is normally the case if the PA has been ISO 27001 certified;
o Are not implemented or do not operate effectively, the CB will not be able to rely on application
controls testing. Nevertheless, if needed, the CB can use data analytics to assess the impact or
obtain factual evidences of the deficiencies of ITGCs on claims processing.
 The work performed in the planning phase and the walkthroughs should allow the audit team to
understand the data structure and field definitions;
 The audit team should develop and communicate a detailed data request to the PA that covers all
the needed fields;
 The PA should extract the data in a readable format (ex: .csv, .dbf, etc.). It is recommended that
data extract programs, scripts, and queries are maintained to facilitate this process in subsequent
years, in case of scripts submitted by the CB, the PA should have the possibility to test/validate it;
 The audit team should be able to verify the completeness of the data extracts;
 The audit team should have the needed tools (i.e. ACL, Idea, SQL, etc.) and skills to test the
operating effectiveness of the controls using data analytics.
iii.

Limitations

The usage of data analytics to test controls’ operating effectiveness has the following limitations:
 Not all the controls can be tested using data analytics and therefore additional tests should be
performed (ex. manual controls such as testing the input of claim details in the IACS or
automated controls such as reviewing the configuration of the IACS);
 For some tests, an important number of exceptions might be raised (ex. an important number of
subsequent modifications to the initial claims will be raised as exceptions while the modifications
were all explained by on-the-spot check results or any other authorised changes). In that case, the
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validation of all the testing results might be time consuming and therefore other tests might be
more efficient;
 The whole data population is tested using data analytics and the CB auditors can ensure for this
population whether it is complete. However, it doesn’t imply that the data is accurate or that
expected control has been performed properly by the system (ex: the CB auditors can ensure that
all the dates are in 2016, however it doesn’t imply that there is a control to restrict the user for
inputting a date in 2017).

II.

Integrated Test Facility (ITF)

i.

Objectives

The objectives of the ITF are to test several scenarios (i.e. controls) using fictitious data that will be
processed by the system. The auditor will then compare the received results with the expected
outcomes. The aim of these scenarios is to validate the automated controls implemented in a system
(i.e. system is acting as expected) based on a given input. When validating a scenario, the CB auditors
can ensure that the control is operating as intended for the whole population of data processed in the
system.
ii.

Prerequisites

In order to be able to use ITF the following should be considered:
 In order to check whether the automated controls or automated calculations are reliable, the CB
audit team should normally first test Information Technology General Controls (ITGCs) and
conclude that those function effectively in order to ensure that the automated
controls/calculations continue to function properly. However, this is not needed if the PA has
been ISO 27001 certified;
 A test environment (identical to the production one) should be used to enter "fake" data. The
audit team should verify that the independent environment behaves in all relevant aspects exactly
identical to the production environment. In case the PA does not have a test environment,
fictitious entries (i.e. a fictitious farmer, fictitious claims, fictitious modifications of the claims, …)
can be created in the production database so that it can be processed as normal entries in the
production environment. The fictitious entries should however be clearly identified so that they
are not mixed with production data and can be deleted after testing;
 Testing scenarios should cover the different and relevant possibilities (i.e. claims logged using
internet, claims logged using paper forms, claims with errors, overdue claims, etc.).
The test environment should be as close as possible identical to the production environment. This
environment is closely controlled so that software versions, permissions, and configuration options
(including links/flows with other software) match the production environment. All tests must take
place in this environment. It will be used to do unit testing and verify if an application meets the
specific business needs.
In addition to the technical/IT expertise, the CB auditors involved in ITF should have a sound
understanding of business rules/expected controls of the processes, in order to be able to define
relevant business scenarios and to adequately interpret the results of the tests/functioning of the
application. Ideally, these 2 domains of expertise (IT/Business) should be combined within one
auditor, if not possible, a team including such skills should be created. Without sufficient knowledge
of business rules, the CB will not be able to identify the risks and expected automated controls to be
tested: for example, the different scenarios of overlapping between 2 declared areas should be clearly
understood by the CB as well as the expected controls for detecting and resolving such overlapping.
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iii.

Limitations

The usage of an ITF to test the operating effectiveness of controls might encompass the following
limitations:
 It is sometimes difficult to cover all the different scenarios and therefore, additional testing using
other methods should be envisaged (i.e. combination with data analytics);
 It is difficult to ensure that the testing environment is comparable to the production environment.

III.

Configuration Review

i.

Objectives

The objectives of the configuration review are to ensure that IACS is adequately configured and that
automated controls are operating effectively to ensure compliance (Ex: controls to detect duplicate
entries are enabled).
ii.

Prerequisites

In order to be able to perform a configuration review the following should be considered:
 In order to check whether the automated controls or automated calculations are reliable, the CB
audit team should normally first test Information Technology General Controls (ITGCs) and
conclude that those function effectively in order to ensure that the automated
controls/calculations continue to function properly;
 IACS documentation should be reviewed by the audit team and the application functioning logics
should be confirmed by the walkthroughs;
 The audit team should be able to review the configuration with the support of the PA’s IT team or
its service provider.
iii.

Limitations

The review of IACS configuration might encompass the following limitations:
 The review of the configuration cannot be used as part of the automated controls testing options
without ensuring that the process of program changes is operating effectively;
 Some IACS were built (in the 4 pilot audits) using old technologies and therefore reviewing the
configuration might not always be possible.

IV.

Code Review

i.

Objectives

The objectives of the code review are to ensure that the programming code was adequately developed
to integrate the controls as designed/expected.
ii.

Prerequisites

In order to be able to perform a code review the following should be considered:
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 In order to check whether the automated controls or automated calculations are reliable, the CB
audit team should normally first test Information Technology General Controls (ITGCs) and
conclude that those function effectively in order to ensure that the automated
controls/calculations continue to function properly;
 IACS documentation should be reviewed by the audit team and the application functioning logics
should be confirmed by the walkthroughs;
 The audit team should have the needed technical skills and should have the support of the PA’s IT
team or its service provider.
iii.

Limitations

The code review approach encompasses the following limitations:


Some IACS were developed (in the 4 pilot audits) using old technologies (i.e. Cobol).
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4.2.2 Results for assessment of the internal control system
Upon completion of the “Controls design review & Controls operating effectiveness” step, the audit
team will have a strong understanding and assessment of the IT-related control environment of the
PA (and accordingly of the ICS). The audit programme can then be updated and the testing plan can
be adapted to obtain sufficient, reliable, relevant, and useful information to conclude whether key
controls (i.e. controls that are implemented to mitigate significant risks) are operating effectively.
Operating effectiveness means that the controls are functioning as designed on a consistent basis
over the period under examination.

Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 5.4 & 11.4 Results for assessment of the internal control
system
… Following the three steps as mentioned above the CB will need to conclude on the assessment of the internal control
procedures.
The final assessment should always be aligned to the worst assessment for the outcome of the review of the control
procedures ….and the outcome of compliance testing….
At this stage the CB is to see if the substantive testing parameters need to be adjusted due to high deviations and errors
found in the test of internal control procedures.
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4.2.3 Substantive testing and other manual controls
The extent and nature of substantive and manual controls testing for audit objective 1 and audit
objective 2 will depend on the results of the ICS assessment and of the type and frequency of the
controls and should be based on Guideline n°2: “Guideline of the Annual Certification Audit
EAGF/EAFRD Expenditure” for Financial Year (FY) 2018.
The sample to be audited could be determined on the basis of previous audit steps (notably the use of
data analytics techniques) in order to identify specific transactions or claims (Intelligent/Risk
analytics sampling). Please note that the "best practices" laid down in this document can replace the
re-verifications of the administrative (cross-) checks on IACS that need to be performed by the CB as
part of the substantive testing. In this case, the substantive testing for audit objective 2 (audit of
legality and regularity) for IACS to be performed by the CB will include the on-the-spot check (OTSC)
re-verification, as well as administrative checks and payment calculation which are not covered in the
scope of the IACS cross-checks and data integrity testing.

Guideline No 2 for CBs > Part A & Part B > 6.1 & 12.1 Objective of the substantive testing
Audit objective 1: Audit on annual accounts
….The audit procedures for the validation of completeness, accuracy and veracity of the accounts shall include
substantive audit procedures: test of detail and analytical procedures. ….
….The substantive testing of the operational transactions shall cover the procedure for execution of payments and
accounting for payments up to the declarations. It should include verifying that (non-exhaustive list):
•

Ex-ante payment checks have been conducted;

•

Data have been correctly recorded and processed for payments;

•

The amount payable calculated, correctly takes into account any reductions related to irregularity/debt
management;

•

The correct amount has been executed for payment, recorded in the accounts, and declared to the Funds…

…. Where appropriate, these tests could consist of evaluating and testing controls embedded in the information
systems associated with the process.
Audit objective 2: Audit on the legality and regularity of the expenditure.
….The audit procedures for the validation of legality and regularity of expenditure shall include substantive audit
procedures: test of detail and analytical procedures. …..
For EAGF/EAFRD IACS populations: the test of detail as regards legality and regularity shall focus on items
(operational transactions) that were subject to a random OTSC and are included in the control statistics and/or control
reports and that were paid (thus included in the financial statements as well).
…. The substantive testing of the operational transactions shall cover the procedure for authorisation of payments up to
the inclusion of the results of controls in the control data of the PA and as regards EAGF/EAFRD IACS in the control
statistics/control report. It should include verifying that (non-exhaustive list):
•

Receipt, registration of claims and administrative checks operated effectively: applications have been
processed in accordance with the existing procedures (verification of the eligibility of the application and of the
conditions under which payments are due including, where applicable, the existence of commitments);

•

Data have been correctly recorded and processed through for authorisation;

•

Administrative (cross-) checks were exhaustive and functioned correctly;

•

The results of the OTSCs were correctly processed and appropriately established;

•

The amount payable is calculated correctly, taking into account the results of administrative checks, the
OTSCs and the resulting reductions, exclusions, and penalties;

•

The correct control data and result have been included in the system of the PA and for EAGF/EAFRD IACS in
the control statistics submitted to the Commission.

…Where appropriate these tests could consist of evaluating and testing controls embedded in the information
systems associated with the process.
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4.3

Reporting

For each domain A) Administrative checks within IACS, B) Accounting and control information of
the Member States and C) IT systems and applications and interfaces, the following structure will be
applied:









An executive summary;
Description of the auditing methodology;
Test objectives;
Tests performed;
Observations and findings;
Risks;
Recommendations;
Appendices (i.e. RCM, audit documentation, etc.).

A table summarising all findings/observations should be included in the report:

Domain

Finding (including
conclusion: partially
compliant/not
compliant)

Risks

Recommendation

Assessment/Severity
(High/Medium/Low)

A) IACS
B) Data integrity
C) IT systems
The different observations will be assessed using the following criteria:
Assessment
evaluation

Definition

High

Risk which could have a high impact on Paying Agency (BPS and SAPS)
activities management and operations or representing a high degree of noncompliance with the legal basis requirements.

Medium

Risk which could have a medium impact on Paying Agency (BPS and SAPS)
activities management and operations or representing a medium degree of
non-compliance with the legal basis requirements.

Low

Risk which could have a low impact on Paying Agency (BPS and SAPS)
activities management and operations or representing a low degree of noncompliance with the legal basis requirements. As a consequence, related
finding can be considered as area of improvement.
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5

Recommendations to Paying Agencies

The following points could be taken into account as part of the audit on IACS cross-checks and data
integrity:
i.

Accountability

Article 74 of the Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council. This
regulation stipulates that "[…] Member States, through the Paying Agencies or the bodies delegated
by them, shall carry out administrative checks on the aid application to verify the eligibility
conditions for the aid […]" Article 28 of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No
809/2014 defines that "The administrative checks referred to in Article 74 of Regulation (EU) No
1306/2013, including cross-checks [Article 29, R. 809/2014], shall permit the detection of noncompliances, in particular the automated detection using computerised means. […]"
In order to demonstrate their compliance, the PAs are encouraged to build an Internal Control
Framework (ICF). The following activities could by envisaged:
 Document (i.e. using flowcharts and narratives) claim handling procedures and highlight the
IACS components used at each step as well as the controls (automated and manual) that are
performed;
 Develop and maintain a Risk and Control Matrix (RCM);
 Ensure that all the key controls are adequately designed and are periodically tested to ensure their
operating effectiveness.
ii.

Data Quality

PAs are also encouraged to implement controls ensuring that the data managed by their IACS are of a
good quality and that errors and inconsistencies are timely addressed and corrected.
Control Data (CD) and X-Table (XT) data could also be automatically compared to ensure
consistency and detect errors. An automated exception report could be generated. This report should
be reviewed and exceptions investigated before submission to DG AGRI.
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Appendix 1: Theoretical Case Study – Simulated audit
1.

Audit key objectives

The objectives of this audit are to provide assurance on the correct functioning of the internal control
system of the PA, in particular the automated administrative controls and crosschecks implemented
in the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS), on the integrity (completeness and
correctness) of the data transferred to DG AGRI and on information system security aspects for the
core IT systems and applications (including interfaces) that support EAGF data processing.

2.

Audit Scope

The audit scope was discussed and confirmed with DG AGRI and the PA during the kick-off meeting
held on dd/mm/yyyy. This scope covers the following three main areas:

a.

The automatic checks within IACS

Article 74 of the Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council
defines that "[…] Member States, through the PA or the bodies delegated by them, shall carry out
administrative checks on the aid application to verify the eligibility conditions for the aid […]".
Article 28 of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 809/2014 defines that "The
administrative checks referred to in Article 74 of Regulation (EU) No 1306/2013, including
cross-checks [Article 29, R. 809/2014], shall permit the detection of non-compliances, in particular
the automated detection using computerised means. […]"
The objective of this part is to obtain assurance on the administrative cross-checks according to
Article 28 of Regulation No 809/2014. These controls should ensure that non-compliance of farmers’
declarations for the area-based claims are automatically detected.

b.

The accounting and control information of the Member States

The objective of this part is to:
 Determine the extent to which an appropriate management framework is in place to support
EAGF data integrity;
 Assess how the data collection and the reporting requirements provided by DG AGRI is respected
by the PA;
 Validate the CD/CS/XT data provided by the PA.

c.

The IT systems, applications and interfaces

The overall objective of this part is to provide independent, objective assurance that information
systems and IT applications offer a secure environment in order to ensure the proper authorization,
payment and accounting of EAGF application data.
An analysis of the PA's information system (software, interfaces and hardware) are performed to
ensure that it is operational and kept up-to-date.
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d.

List of IT systems

The main systems used by the PA to support the processes in scope are:
System

Description

Department

GIS database for the management of parcels of the
agricultural parcels identification system
Geographical information system for managing the
declaration of parcels and grassland
Accounting system for European agricultural funds
Integrated management and control system for the
identification, control and calculation of European
agricultural funds
…

3.

Audit Planning

The audit was performed according to the following schedule:
Engageme
nt Leader

Manage
r

1

3.5

Senior
Audito
r
7

0.5

1
0.5

2
1

0.5

2

4

Execution
a. The automatic checks within IACS
b. The accounting and control
information of the Member States
c. The IT systems, applications and
interfaces
Closing Meeting
Reporting

3.5

4.5

16

26

50

1

1.5

5

10

17.5

1

1.5

5

5

12.5

1

1

5

10

17

0.5

0.5

1

1

3

2

4

4

2

12

Audit report
Total Man/Days
%

2
6.5
9%

4
12
16%

4
27
36%

2
30
40%

12
75.5
100%

Tasks
Preparation
Documentation Review
Opening Meeting
Development of the RCM & the Audit
work plan

Audito
r
2
2

Total
Man/day
s
13.5
5
2
6.5

The execution of the work (per milestones) is planned as follows:
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4.

Audit Approach

I.

Planning

During the planning and preparation phase the following activities were performed:
 Documentation review: in order to obtain an initial understanding on the organisation, the
control environment at the PA, the following documents were requested and reviewed prior to the
fieldwork:
– Description of the IACS cross-checks and related instructions to IT system developer for their
design and implementation;
– Test results and other material to confirm successful operation of the IACS cross-checks in
practice;
– Policy/procedures regarding software development, patching of IT systems/applications and
change management procedures and documents;
– Flowcharts and supporting documentation containing the description of the main data flows
covering the process from claim to payment including cross-checks, accounting and reporting
for Direct Payment schemes;
– Organisational chart containing key information technology and systems stakeholders for
IACS and corresponding Direct Payment schemes within the PA;
– Organisational chart containing overview of delegated bodies and their relations with the PA;
– Description of the methodology used for information systems security risk analysis, including
risk mitigation plans;
– Business continuity plan (BCP) and disaster recovery plan (DRP);
– Audit reports for 2013-2016, regarding IACS, the accounting and reporting system of the PA;
– Policy/procedures for managing the lifecycle of hardware and software at application level,
operating system and database;
– Contracts and service level agreements with outsourced information technology service
providers;
– Agreements, protocols and conventions governing the relationship with the delegated bodies,
if relevant in this context;
– A list of the applications currently supporting business processes associated with the EAGF
Direct Payment schemes.
 Interviews: interviews were organised with the PA key contacts in charge of the IT systems and
applications and those in charge of the administrative checks and accounting and control
information. These interviews were held with the objective of clarifying any remaining points,
improving and fine-tuning the initial understanding;
 Risk and Control Matrix (RCM): the main risks related to the three areas in scope were
identified and listed, the implemented controls to mitigate these risks were also identified during
the documentation review and the interviews;
 Audit work program: for the different controls that were identified a testing approach is
developed. This testing approach was based on the following methods Re-performance,
Examination/Inspection, Observation and Inquiry (Inquiry is always used with another method
of testing).
Extract of the RCM:
Subject area

A1

Cross-checks
process and
systems

Risks
Risk of
uncontrolled
changes/modi
fications to
claims

Expected controls

Testing details

Automated
detection system
using computerised
means
Manual subsequent
cross-checks

Inquiry: Inquire with the PA about the subsequent
crosschecks that are performed before payment in
case of changes /modifications to a claim.
Inspection: For a sample of modifications inspect
if the performed subsequent crosschecks done by the
PA are in line with the defined procedure.
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II.

Execution

a.

Controls design review

In addition to the information gathered during the planning phase about the implemented controls,
walkthroughs were conducted. These walkthroughs consist of tracing randomly selected different
types of claims through the entire process and reviewing the performed controls (i.e. manual and
automated). The sample should cover the type of the claims (i.e. lodged using printed forms, lodged
using web platforms, etc.), data quality issues or inconsistencies between the CD data and the XT
data identified by DG AGRI, etc. The walk-through is the basis of understanding the design and the
intended functioning of the controls embedded in the system.
Example of a walkthrough and follow-up on certain claims:
N° F200 F300 F2001 F3001
F300B
F106 F106N C554 C552 C558 COUNT1 c552_c558 DG AGRI Comments
Follow-up
028001 028001 028001 028001 02/05/2014 130,750 132,449 130,800 501 499
6
1.12 F106N > C554
Evolution of the claim after
1
the first CD emission.
059190 059190 059190 059190 26/05/2014 23,744 24,030 28,608 86 86
2
0 reduction because of Reduction checked at the PA.
2
late claim to be
checked

A walkthrough is also performed to understand the different activities and controls that are
performed to prepare the Control Data and the X-Table files and to send them to DG AGRI. This
walkthrough highlighted the sources (Databases and applications) from which the different fields of
the two files were extracted and indicated at what stage of the process the files were communicated to
DG AGRI.

b.

Controls operating effectivenss

Operating effectiveness means that the controls are functioning as designed on a consistent basis
over the period under examination. PWC tested controls for operating effectiveness using the
following methods:
 Data analytics
A data extract containing all the required fields was used to re-perform the crosscheck and the
administrative controls that are performed by the PA. The controls were translated in SQL scripts
and then run on the full population of claims.
Year

2014

2014

Test

Script (SQL)

Each claim is linked to one
farmer.

------No Null Value in Exp------select * FROM [DG_AGGRI].[dbo].[Claim_2014] where exp is null
-- ok
------ No duplicate entries --select Exp, count(EXP)
FROM [DG_AGGRI].[dbo].[Claim_2014]
group by EXP
HAVING count(EXP) > 2
order by 2 desc

Every F200 corresponds to a
unique F300

select distinct F200,count(distinct F300)
from dg_aggri.dbo
group by F200
Having (count(distinct F300)) <> 1
select distinct F300,count(distinct F200)
from dg_aggri.dbo
group by F300
Having (count(distinct F200)) <> 1
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Data profiling was also performed to identify outliers that might indicate errors, identify empty fields
or duplicates and to assess the completeness and integrity of the files transmitted to DG AGRI (i.e.
XT and CD). A comparison between XT data and CD data was also performed to identify potential
discrepancies and exceptions (ex. unauthorised modifications of claim status after data submission).
 Automated Controls
In order to test the automated controls and in addition to data analytics, a code review was
performed to ensure that controls were adequately programmed within the applications.
A review of the scripts, used to extract the data from the source systems to prepare the Control Data
and the X-Table files, was also performed.
 Manual Controls
The tests of manual controls were based on the type, timing and frequency of the controls.
Frequency of the manual
control

Minimum number of
items to test in case no
exception or very few
exceptions are
expected *

Daily or many times per day

25

Weekly

5

Monthly

2

Quarterly

2

Annually

1

* Guideline n°2: “Guideline of the Annual Certification Audit EAGF/EAFRD Expenditure” for
Financial Year (FY) 2018.

c.

IT General Controls (ITGCs)

ITGCs were also included in the RCM. Risks and controls were identified and a testing plan was
defined and followed.
Control
Ref.ID

Subject area

C1.1.1

Interfaces New
development /
Acquisition.

C1.1.2

Interfaces New
development
and change
management.

Risks
The paying agency is not able to
make payments at all; or is not
able to make payments in due
time.
Business risk relating to the
likelihood that new interfaces may
not meet the users' business needs,
requirements and expectations.
The paying agency is not able to
make payments at all; or is not
able to make payments in due
time.
Unauthorised or untested changes in
production environment impacting
data integrity.

Testing plan
Inspection: For a sample of key
interfaces, obtain and review the main
project documentation (e.g. Business
case, feasibility studies and
requirements definition) to ensure that
users' business needs, requirements
and expectations are met.
Inspection: For a sample of Change
Requests (CR), ensure that changes to
interfaces are documented, authorised,
tested and approved before
implementation in the production
environment.
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Control
Ref.ID

Subject area

Interfaces Definition of
roles and
responsibilities
within the IT
department.

C1.2.1

III.

Risks

Testing plan

The paying agency is not able to
make payments at all; or is not
able to make payments in due
time.
Absence of individual accountability
for the different tasks related to
interfaces administration.

Inspection: Review the owners list to
ensure that IT owners were allocated
to the IT systems, applications and
interfaces of the Paying Agency and to
check its responsibilities.
Inspection: Review the organisation
chart and the job descriptions to
ensure that roles and responsibilities
were adequately allocated and that
segregation of duties (SoD) is ensured.
Inspection: Review the SLA (or
contracts) with IT systems,
applications and interfaces provider, if
applicable, to ensure that
responsibilities of the different parties
are clearly defined and that the SLAs
are periodically reviewed and updated.

Reporting

An audit report was written and covered the 3 domains in scope. The following structure was
followed:









An executive summary;
Description of the auditing methodology;
Test objectives;
Tests performed;
Observations and findings;
Risks;
Recommendations;
Appendices.

All the documents/files received from the PA and other third entities were listed in the appendices as
well as the full RCM.
The table summarising all findings/observations was included in the report:

Domain

Finding (including
conclusion:
partially
compliant/not
compliant)

Risks

Reference to the
regulatory
enactment

Recommendation

Assessment/Severity
(High/Medium/Low)

A) IACS
B) Data
integrity
C) IT
systems
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IV.

Audit Tools

During the execution phase of the audit approach, the following tools were used:
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Appendix 2: Scenarios/Criteria for “IACS cross-checks and data integrity” testing approaches
IT General Controls are reliable?

Systems documentation exists and
explicitly describes the implemented
controls?

Yes

Y/N?

No

Configuration review could be used to
test controls operating effectiveness

Yes

Y/N?

No

The applications were developed using a
well-known language and the programming
code is accessible?

Yes

Y/N?

A code review could be used to test
controls operating effectiveness

Integrated Testing Facility (ITF)
techniques can be used to test controls
operating effectiveness

No

A testing environment exists (a replica of the
production environment)? Or test entries can be
inputted in the system and can be tagged for later
deletion?

Yes

Y/N?

Yes

Data can be extracted from IACS
and its completeness can be
assessed?

Y/N?
No

Data Analytics can be used to test
controls operating effectiveness.

Data Analytics can be used
as part of substantive
testing
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Appendix 3: SQL scripts
SQL scripts here below have been provided as example and have been used in one of the pilot audits
of a Member State.
Explanation of the database and tables used in the SQL scripts below:
-- DG_AGRI.dbo = Database schema containing all the data table
-- Ms2014DetaildedCD = CD detailed data for YEAR 2014
-- Ms2015ControlData = CD detailed data for YEAR 2015
-- Demande_2014 = Claims for FY 2014
-- Demande_2015 = Claims for FY 2015
-- WEBPLATFORM_2014 = Data from the Form to input a claim (from 2014)
-- WEBPLATFORM_2015 = Data from the Form to input a claim (from 2015)
-- DonneesEligible_1 = Data extracted from IACS_SYSTEM with all the eligibility criteria values
-- Ms2014Xtable = XT Table for 2014
-- PAI_RES_DETAIL_1 = Data for payment entitlements
Ref. 1
SELECT
cd.F200
, cd.F300b
, cd.C109
, CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) AS 'converted F300b'
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
, dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
WHERE (CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) <> dem.Final_Date_pwc)
AND c109 LIKE '%11%'
;
Ref. 1 bis
SELECT
cd.F200
, cd.F300b
, cd.C109
, CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) AS 'converted F300b'
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
, dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
WHERE (CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) <> dem.Final_Date_pwc)
AND c109 LIKE '%21%'
;
Ref. 2
SELECT
cd.F200
, cd.F300b
, cd.C109
, CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) AS 'converted F300b'
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
, dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
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WHERE (CONVERT(DATETIME,cd.F300b,112) <> dem.Final_Date_pwc)
AND c109 LIKE '%21%'
;
Ref. 3
SELECT
dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
AS 'claim date'
, DATEPART(weekday,dem.Final_Date_pwc) AS 'IACS1 date weekday'
, agre.date_pwc
AS 'AgReform date'
, DATEPART(weekday,agre.date_pwc) AS 'AgReform date weekday'
, dem.[400SER]
, dem.[400IVV]
, dem.exp
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2014 agre
ON dem.exp = agre.exp_pwc
WHERE dem.Final_Date_pwc <> agre.date_pwc
ORDER BY 3 DESC
;
Ref. 3 bis
SELECT
dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
AS 'claim date'
, DATEPART(weekday,dem.Final_Date_pwc) AS 'IACS1 date weekday'
, agre.date_pwc
AS 'AgReform date'
, DATEPART(weekday,agre.date_pwc) AS 'AgReform date weekday'
, dem.[401SER
]
, dem.[401IVV
]
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2015 agre
ON dem.exp = agre.exp_pwc
WHERE dem.Final_Date_pwc <> agre.date_pwc
;
Ref. 4
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
ON cd.F200 = dem.exp
WHERE dem.[CSP_PU?] = 1
AND cd.c611 IS NULL
Ref. 5
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD
WHERE c621 = 'Y'
AND CONVERT(float,c640) >= 0
;
Ref. 5 bis
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData
WHERE c621 = 'Y'
AND CONVERT(float,c640) >= 0
;
Ref. 6
SELECT c600, COUNT (c600)
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FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData
GROUP BY c600
;
Ref. 7
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.DonneesEligible_1 eli
RIGHT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON dem.EXP= eli.exp_pwc
WHERE eli.exp_pwc IS NULL
;
Ref. 8
SELECT DISTINCT
cd.F200
, cd.F300
, cd.F300B
, cd.C109
, de.ETAT_CALCUL
, de.[SPEC_DIR_NB_ETAT_DOSSIER]
, cd.c559
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.DonneesEligible_1 de
ON cd.F200 = de.exp_pwc
WHERE de.ETAT_CALCUL LIKE '%non%'
AND cd.c559 not LIKE '0'
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%21%'
;
Ref. 9
SELECT DISTINCT cd.*,eli.*
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.DonneesEligible_1 eli
ON cd.F200 = eli.exp_pwc
WHERE eli.ETAT_CALCUL LIKE '%non%'
AND CONVERT(float,cd.c558) <> 0.0
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%21%'
;
Ref. 10
SELECT DISTINCT
SPEC_DIR_BOOL_EXPLOITANT_ACTIF
, SPEC_DIR_NB_ETAT_DOSSIER
, SPEC_PB_BOOL_DEMANDE_EXISTE
, SPEC_PB_BOOL_DPU_EXISTE
, RES_PB_BOOL_SURFACE_ELI_EXISTE
, ETAT_CALCUL
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.DonneesEligible_1
;
Ref. 11
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
WHERE [401IVV] = 0
AND [401SER] = 0
AND [DPB-Mnt] > 0
;
Ref. 12
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
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ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
WHERE [Dem400] = 0 AND [DPU-Mnt] > 0
;
Ref. 13
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.DonneesEligible_1 eli
WHERE exp_pwc NOT IN (
SELECT Exp
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
);
Ref. 14
SELECT
cd.F200
, SUM(CONVERT(float,replace(xt.f106,'+',''))) AS 'sum f106'
, SUM(CONVERT(float,cd.c559))
AS 'sum c559'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
ON xt.F200=cd.F200
GROUP BY cd.F200
HAVING SUM(CONVERT(float,replace(xt.f106,'+','')))> SUM(CONVERT(float,cd.c559))
ORDER BY 1
;
Ref. 15
SELECT
cd.F200
, SUM(CONVERT(float,replace(xt.f106,'+',''))) AS 'sum f106'
, SUM(CONVERT(float,cd.c559))
as 'sum c559'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
ON xt.F200=cd.F200
GROUP BY cd.F200
HAVING SUM(CONVERT(float,replace(xt.f106,'+','')))>SUM(CONVERT(float,cd.c559))
ORDER BY 1
;
Ref. 16
SELECT DISTINCT Année
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.AGREFORM_2014
;
SELECT DISTINCT YEAR(date_pwc), YEAR(date_elec_pwc)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.AGREFORM_2014
WHERE formulaire LIKE '%Source1%'
;
Ref. 17
SELECT DISTINCT Année
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2015
;
SELECT DISTINCT YEAR(date_pwc), YEAR(date_elec_pwc)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2015
;
Ref. 18
SELECT
RES_PB_MONT_PRIME_REDUC_RETARD
, RES_DIR_MONT_FINAL
, dem.Final_Date_pwc
, dem.SOURCE1_Date
, dem.SOURCE2_Date_pwc
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, dem.*
, res.*
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.PAI_RES_DETAIL_1 res
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON res.exp_pwc = dem.exp
WHERE dem.Final_Date_pwc > '2015-05-15'
AND RES_DIR_MONT_FINAL <> 0
ORDER BY dem.Final_Date_pwc DESC
;
Ref. 19
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
WHERE DATEPART(weekday,[Final_Date_pwc]) = 1
OR DATEPART(weekday,[Final_Date_pwc]) = 7
;
Ref. 20
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
WHERE DATEPART(weekday,[Final_Date_pwc]) = 1
OR DATEPART(weekday,[Final_Date_pwc]) = 7
;
Ref. 21
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
ON cd.F200=dem.Exp
WHERE F300b > 20140609
;
Ref. 22
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON cd.F200=dem.Exp
WHERE F300b> 20150609
AND c109 LIKE 'CS-21'
ORDER BY c109
;
Ref. 23
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014
WHERE YEAR([Final_Date_pwc]) <> 2014
;
Ref. 24
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
WHERE YEAR([Final_Date_pwc]) <> 2015
;
Ref. 25
SELECT
agre.exp_pwc
, agre.date_pwc
, dem.*
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2014 agre
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
ON dem.Exp = agre.exp_pwc
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WHERE (
(MONTH(agre.date_elec_pwc) = 5 AND DAY(agre.date_elec_pwc) >15) -- after May 15
OR MONTH(agre.date_elec_pwc)>5
OR YEAR(agre.date_elec_pwc)>2014
)
;
Ref. 26
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
ON xt.F200 = cd.F200
WHERE xt.F200 IS NULL
;
Ref. 27
SELECT DISTINCT
cd.F200
, cd.F300b AS 'F300b cd'
, xt.F300b AS 'F300b xt'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200 AND cd.F300b = xt.F300b
;
SELECT DISTINCT F200 FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD
;
Ref. 28
SELECT
cd.F200
, cd.F300b AS 'F300b cd'
, xt.F300b AS 'F300b xt'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200
WHERE cd.F300b = xt.F300b
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%21'
;
Ref. 29
SELECT DISTINCT cd.F200, cd.c109
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200
WHERE xt.F200 IS NULL
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%11%'
;
Ref. 30
SELECT cd.*
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
RIGHT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
ON xt.F200 = cd.F200
WHERE xt.F200 IS NULL
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%11%'
;
Ref. 31
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT cd.F200)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200
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WHERE xt.F200 IS NULL
;
Ref. 32
SELECT DISTINCT
cd.F200
, cd.F300
AS 'F300 cd'
, LTRIM(RTRIM(xt.F300)) AS 'F300 xt'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200
WHERE cd.F300 <> xt.F300
AND cd.c109 LIKE '%11%'
;
Ref. 33
SELECT DISTINCT
cd.F200
, cd.F300 AS 'F300 cd'
, xt.F300 AS 'F300 xt'
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015Xtable xt
ON cd.F200 = xt.F200
WHERE cd.F300 <> xt.F300
;
Ref. 34
------No Null Value in Exp------SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014
WHERE exp IS NULL
;
------ No duplicate entries --SELECT Exp, COUNT(EXP)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014
GROUP BY EXP
HAVING COUNT(EXP) > 2
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
Ref. 35
SELECT Exp, COUNT(EXP)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014
GROUP BY EXP
HAVING COUNT(EXP) > 2
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
Ref. 36
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON dem.Exp = cd.F200
WHERE cd.c109 LIKE '%21'
AND dem.Dem401 = 0
;
Ref. 37
SELECT DISTINCT
F200
, COUNT(DISTINCT F300)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD
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GROUP BY F200
HAVING (COUNT(DISTINCT F300)) <> 1
;
SELECT DISTINCT
F300
, COUNT(DISTINCT F200)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD
GROUP BY F300
HAVING (COUNT(DISTINCT F200)) <> 1
;
Ref. 38
SELECT DISTINCT
F200
, COUNT(DISTINCT F300)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData
WHERE c109 LIKE '%21'
GROUP BY F200
HAVING (COUNT(DISTINCT F300)) <> 1
;
SELECT DISTINCT
F300
, COUNT(DISTINCT F200)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData
GROUP BY F300
HAVING (COUNT(DISTINCT F200)) <> 1
;
Ref. 39
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.WEBPLATFORM_2014 agre
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
ON agre.exp_pwc= dem.Exp
WHERE dem.Exp IS NULL
;
Ref. 40
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
WHERE exp IS NULL
;
Ref. 41
SELECT
exp_pwc
, COUNT(exp_pwc)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.AGREFORM_2014
GROUP BY exp_pwc,formulaire
HAVING COUNT(exp_pwc) > 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
Ref. 42
SELECT
Exp
, COUNT(EXP)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015
GROUP BY EXP
HAVING COUNT(EXP) > 2
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
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Ref. 43
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
ON dem.Exp = cd.F200
WHERE cd.F200 IS NULL
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
Ref. 44
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
ON dem.Exp = cd.F200
WHERE cd.F200 IS NULL
;
Ref. 45
SELECT
exp_pwc
, COUNT(exp_pwc)
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.[WEBPLATFORM_2015]
GROUP BY exp_pwc,Formulaire
HAVING COUNT(exp_pwc) > 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC
;
Ref. 46
SELECT *
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
LEFT JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON dem.Exp = cd.F200
WHERE cd.c109 LIKE '%11'
AND dem.exp IS NULL
;
Ref. 47
SELECT
cd.F200
, dem.[DPU-Mnt]
, cd.c554
, cd.c559
,*
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
WHERE dem.[DPU-Mnt]<>cd.c554
AND cd.C109 LIKE '%11'
;
Ref. 48
SELECT
cd.F200
, dem.[DPB-Mnt]
, cd.c554
, cd.c559
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2015ControlData cd
INNER JOIN DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2015 dem
ON cd.F200 = dem.Exp
WHERE dem.[DPB-Mnt]<>cd.c554
AND cd.C109 LIKE '%21'
;
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Ref. 49
SELECT DISTINCT
dem.[CSP_PU?]
, cd.c600
FROM DG_AGRI.dbo.Ms2014DetaildedCD cd
right join DG_AGRI.dbo.Demande_2014 dem
ON dem.exp = cd.F200
WHERE cd.c109 LIKE '%11'
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